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ABSTRACTS OF THE 
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                 1-GENERAL 
   On the isotopic weight of '=C. K. 
Ogata. Proc. Phya. NatJi Soc. Japan, III, ~ 
23, q86-q9r (t9ao).-The masses of all 
isotopes detd. by the doublet metbo[I depend 
on that of the shbstandards, 'H, =D and "C. -B
ut one of these, "C, shows a discrepancy 
by different ohservers outside the probable 
error. This discrepancy is based on the dis-
agreement in the meitsurements of the ''C'll'' 
-"O doublet. This mass difference can be 
checked by the combinations of the following 
doublets, 'rC'il, "N, "N'II: 'band ''N' 
-1°C'°O, measured by Baintiri[Ige-Jordan and 
hia[tauch. The author takes the weighted 
meitns of these calal.' values and the direct 
measurement values (or the mass difference 
"G'iI,-1GO. The results are as follows: 
Bainbridge Jordan lViattauch 
  364.8ito.ar 363.66zto.z6q 
     Aston Present author 
   36oatt.6 36a•zto.9 
From these values, the isotopic weight of "C 
would be as follows 
   Aston : ~ tz.ao355t r•5 • to-' 
   Bainbridge-Jordan : r z.oo397to•7•ro'-' 
  biattauch : tz.oo38g7fo.zz • to' 
  Weighted mean tz.oo387tto.33• to'•. 
 In order to check the mass of ''(:, theauthor 
employed the following four methods, dis-
 pensingwidt -use of "C'H,-10O: i.e. t) 
 From 1BC,'H,-"0A '"O'D: '0A+• doublets, 
 an[l masses of 'Fl and =D ; 2) From 'rC'D* 
    Ne and 1fiO'A: !°Ne doublets andm.~ i, 
 of `ll; 3) From 10B'H,-'=C, '°B-'"Ne'*,
CHEMISTRY 
 1°O'D.= ^Ne doublets and mass of °p ; q) 
 From'{7e 'FTi•*and'°O-"Ti***doublets. 
 From these calms., the author obLlined.[he 
following values for dre mass of '{', resp.: 
    t) tz.ao3Gtz.ro' (Aston) 
        rx.oo38730.3 • fo--'(Present au hor) 
     z) u.co37t o.7 • to'~ 
     3) tz.oo366tz.o• ro-' 
    a) tz.oo38 t3.o• to ° 
\Veigh[ed Mean 
        rz.oo38ato.35 • ro '. 
Subs[quently, the author calcd. the masses of
'II , rD and "C from all the principal [lou-
blets which have been measured by Aston, 
 Bainbridge-]ordan, lllattauch and the present 
author. The values IIIILS obtained arc as 
follows 
        'H= t.ao8t3tto.o33•to-' 
       'll= z.org7z3to.o66 • tom 
        1BC=tz-ao387tto.33 • to-'. 
                           Author.
    Molecular weight determination of 
 vapours of low vapour pressure sub-
 stances. I. Determination of vapour 
 pressure and molecular weight of solid 
 and fused selenium. K. Niwa and/.. 
 Shilxita. J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 61, 667-676 
 (t9go).-The authors have constructed an 
 app., in which a torsion balance is adde[I to 
 the app. hitherto used for measuring the 
 vapour press. of solid salU Gy means of the 
 effusion methal, ana by which both the 
 vapour pres+. of solid and the molecular 
 weight of ids vapour can be detrl. Using this 
 app., the +•apour p:css. of TICI wasfirst
No. 2 i-Geruml 
redetd. toascertain the accuSacy of the app. 
and then the 3apour press: of solid and fused 
selenium were detd. accurately andthe nwn~er 
of atoms was calcd. in their vapour molecules 
which are considered to have different mole-
cular states -with variations in temp. Using 
the results obtained above, the (ollowiug 
thermodynamic calms. have been.atrded out 
(i) heat of sublimation,.. heat of vaporization, 
melting point, and heat of fusion ; (ii) Cree 
energy changes of sublimation and vaporiza-
Gon ; (iii) degree of dissocn., partial press., 
dissoen. corset., bent of dissocn. anil free 
energy change of dissocn. 
    II. Determination of vapour ptes-
snre and molecular weight of solid 
tellnrinm. It. Viwa. ILid., 61, 770-774 
(t94o).-Using the same app. as in the first 
paper; the vapour press. oC solid tellurium 
and. the; number of atoms of its vapour mole-
cule was iletd. accumtdy and the Following 
value obtained : Te:.~n_ns. Using the results 
obtained above, the following thermodynamic 
calms. was tamed out. {i) I-Iea[ oFsublima-
tion. dHass.,=3j•zao.4n kcal/mol. (ii) 
Prec energy change of sublimation. 
   III. Determination of vapour pres-
sure and molecular weight of solid 
antimony. K. Viva yard PI. Yoshiyama.. 
Ibid., 61, rojj-roj9 (t94o).-Using the 
same app.'as in the first work, [he vapour. 
press. of solid aztrimony and the number oC 
atoms in its vapour molecule was detd. ac-
curately', Nithin the temp. range, joo-jFo°C, 
and the following value was obtainerl:-
Sli.,,~~*s,,5. Using the results obtained above, 
the Following themtodynamic calms. were 
carried out. (i) Heat of sublimation.. dHsos.~ 
  44•z,to.jn kctl/idol, (ii) Free energy 
change of sublimation. Authors. 
   On the theory of solid helium. T.. 
hagamiya. 'Prx. Phys,-Dlatk. Soc: .T¢yavt, 
III, 22, 4yz-jo3 (rl4o).-•The energy-. 
volume curve of solid'helium'at. absolute 
zero was. calcd. under -the assumptions that. 
dre mean positions of the atoms in it form a 
cubic close-packed Igttice and that each atom..
9fiI~4t~ma1€~
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 is in the lowest quantum-mech. energy state 
 in a tireatr field of forcewhich is exerted to~ 
 it by its neighbours. To talc. snch-a Geld 
 the nsedrod employed h}' Lemtard-Jones aril 
 Devonshire in their theory of condensation 
 nail crirical phenomena ivas.used, i:e. the iz. 
 nearest neighbours were distribv[erl-onasphete 
 of radius equal to the shortest distrnce~ of 
 the ]altice. As the. interatomic potential the 
 Slater-ltirkwood mxl 11Largenaupotentials 
 were used. The agreement with espt. is good, 
 especially when the i4[argenau potential s 
 used; but owing to the roughness of boththe -
  ezptl. data nd -theoretical calm.,- itcannot 
 be said with certainly that he fuhdamental 
 assumptions are correct, ppecially considering 
  the fact hat other structures were not examd. 
 and that the theory ~ ves eyually good 
  r~splt for liquid helium.' Press. andtom-; 
 pressibility and specific heat were also. con-
  sideterL ~ Author. 
     The solid states of li_ and ve. -6L 
  lbrla. Piroc. 1'/~yx.-tllatb. Sx. Tayan, III; 
  2L, jo3-jo7 (ty4o).-It is well known that 
 crystal lattices ofhelium and hydrogen. have. 
  singular. p operties due. to theifi large zerp 
 poiirt vibrations. In this paper the problem 
 of solid hydrogen is investigated- mhsiilerinej 
 each. molecule to be vibrating in its potential 
  cage fomsed by the neighbours ; and lattice 
 spacing, heat ofaublimation and compressibi-
  lity are computed ~in [eons of intermolecular 
  forces of the Lemtarcf-Jonestype. Author. 
     On the constitution ~ofternary 
  alloys. T.I-Iironeand'P.IZatayama. Ball. 
  Inst. Phys. Chem, Resrarely 19, t4tg-t43t 
  (typo).=The consti[utiou of ternary alloys is.-
 studied by the plcn. of the free energyof 
 the alloy: By the calm. it is to be assumed 
  that. each atom has 'L-non-negligible potential 
  energies when it is surrounded by 7. nearest 
  ueighhours, and that the value of each-poten-
 tial eni~gy will depend only on the~kind~~of 
 the atoms constituting the pair to 'which it 
  belongs, and no variations in its magnitudes, 




e erted  
h a eld
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admitted. ~ It is assumed that each allo}' 
which is considered in this work does not 
change its lattice as the compn.chaitges. As 
an example, the solubility limits in the equil. 
diagrams of Fe-Ni-Cu type and Ag-Cu-Ni 
typealloys are explained yuite satisfactorily 
tram the authors theory. It Cs also theoreti-
cally concluded that the. so-glletl " Diis-
chungslucke" always exists,.. when each of 
three,hinary alloys constituting the sides of 
the ternary system-makes a series of solid soln. 
in all proportion. Authors. 
   Crystal structure of silicon mon-
oxide. lI. Inuzuka. bfrszda Kenkyre Jiho, 
15, 305-309 (r94o}.-The crystal structure 
of siliconmonoside is decd. by X-ray. Its 
space groupe is T6`• : an=6.a A referred to 
the smallest cubic. unit 'cell which contains 8-
molecules of silicon monoxide. The structure 
leads to the conclusion that the silicon mole-
cule is situated at the center of shenrd tetra-
hedron consisting of four oxygen atoms. 
                         Author.
    Synthesis and X-ray analysis of 
gehlenite and anorthite. K. Aki}•arna. 
J. Soc. Chem. Isrl. Jrspan, 43, 757-758 
(t9go).-Gehlenite acid anorthite synthesized 
from .pure components were analyxd by 
Dehye-Scberrcr's method. '19te epitome of 
synthesis i  as follows. Lime, alumina nd 
silica were mixed thoroughly in molar ratios, 
heated in a gas fumace~ (or one hour at 
t45o _C atul cooed then rapidly. The result-
ing pralucts were-~ finely ground and analysal. 
The results of X-ray analysis are given in the 
following .fable. The diffraction pattern of 
gehlenite showed that the sample does not 
contain Ca0 • SiO: and Ca0 • ALO,. The 
-same of anonhite indicated that the sample 
 does not •cont~in Ca0 • Si0„ cristobalite and 
 mullite. "Phcre(ore, it was considered that 
 every sample consists of a single compd. in 
-which lime, alumina coal silict are suf}icienlly 
 contbiued with each other. 
    X-my diffractionpaltems of gehlenite 
             and anonhite.
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lime: b   Analysis of calcined y X-
rnys. K. Akiyaiua. iYaa«la Applied C/ieva. 
$x. BrdG, 17, z6-z7 (~94o).-In order to 
exam. the difference bepveen what is piled 
light calcined lime and hattl plcined lime, 
the X-my diffmMion diagrams of C:aCOs 
plcined at goo-t,5oo° were compared. At 
900° crystallization partly occurs, and its 
diffraction is the same as that shove 900°. 
Accordingly, it is as,umed_that thediffercnce 
of reactivity is due to the roughness of the
 Nq. 2 
 aggregation state. J. c. L. 
    On the study of cryetobalite, H. 
 Inuzuka. J. Geologi«rl Soe. Japate,. 47, 367 
 -375 (t94o).-This paper deals with the 
 growth and transition temp. of crystolxtlite. 
 The cryslobali[e is prepd. by five different 
 ways as follows: (r) from fused silic;t; {z) 
 from agate ; (3) from metallic silicon powder 
 (q) (mm rate powder ; (5) From silicon mono-
 xide. T'he synthetic products +rere deUl, by 
 ti-ray diffraction or electron diffracdat me-
 thods. The lowest temp. at which the crystob-
 alite is Fonirecl is about fioo°C. Author. 
    On the determination of the inner 
 potential by electron reflection method. 
 T. Yarnaguchi. Proc. Pkys:3iat/a. Soc: 
 J¢pan, III, 2L, 375-388 (tg3y): A zinc-
 blende plane parallel plate bounded by cleaved 
 surfaces +vas bisected to get two blocks of the 
 crystal of equal thickness. Both blocks, one 
 of which had etched surfaces and the other 
 clean cleaved ones, were set in a closeprox-
 imity to eacn -other on a plane brass disc in 
 such a manner that crystallographic axesof 
 the aeo were nearly parallel, and were fixed 
 on the crystal holder of the electron camera 
 in such a position as to make the rotation 
axis; lvhigh is perpeixliwlar to the electron 
 beams, of the holder lie on them. Two 
 sharp beams of electrons which +vere nearly 
 parallel, one glazing to the etched and the 
 other to the cleaved surface, were selected by 
a slit system and reflected to be photogrnphed 
on the photographic plate. Thus, the mode 
 of the increase of reflective incter was investi-
gated by a nen• method, by which the ratio 
 of the wave-length- and the spacing for each 
 order reflection mold be precisely known. 
                             J. c. r..
    On light figures in aingle_erystale 
 of nickel .and copper. BI. Yamamoto. 
Nippwt Kinwku Ookkai-Si, 4, 368-3yfi 
(ty4o):-The piocnlure of prepg. smle crys-
tals of nickel .and copper by the methal of 
slow solidification, and the app. for producing 
          ~_J ..
r-Central'
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and obsg. light figures of crysrals•are des-
cribed. - Single crystals of nickel and coppet 
were etched with ayu. solos. of acids and 
salts of various mncrts., at different rime-
, hrtervals and light figures on the three prin-
cipal crystal planes (too} and (r r r) were 
olisd. and ezmud. iii detail in view of utiliz-
ing them for detg. the orientations of the said 
metal crystals. The symmevy characteristics' 
of the light figures are naturally invariable, 
 while their (Dons nia}', in gene2l, vary with 
the etching reagent, he temp., and the time 
of etching. The most suitable light figures 
 for the dein. of the crystal orientation are 
found to be those on (tool planes, except a 
 few cases for nickel crystals. Author. 
    The specific gravity of the sol~-
tion of metallic sodium in liquid am-
monia. S. Kikuti. .7. Soc. Chem. Ind. 
Jayan, 43, 568-570 (t94o)ti The author 
measured the specific grtvity of liquid am-. 
monia solo. of metallic sodium by the Mme 
app. and method as shown in the pre-
vious paper (Ibid., 42, r3 (ty3y)). The 
 measurements +vere peda~med within the 
 temp. range from -z8° to 3o°c and the 
morn. range frorri zero to sam. For the • 
calm. of specific gravity the mrrection• was 
made as in the previous paper. The maz. 
probable rror of the mcasnrement was below 
o.r%, and the value of specific gtavtity .~ 
• approximately accurace to the fourth decimal 
place, From the results of measurement the
third and second orders to parabolic eqs. 
were applied For the relation between specific 
gravity and mncn:; anel specific gravity and. 
temp., reap., and then each const, was decd. 
tram the above eqs. The values cal«1. from 
the eq. of specific gravity versus temp. at 
 various mncns.. and the values computed -of 
the apparent molal col~ume and partial molal 
volume of sodium in liquefied ammonia solp. 
arc tabulated reap. It is Found that the molal 
volumes of liquefied ammonia solo, of metal-
lic sodium are different in nature from water 
solo. and liyuefied ammonia solos. of salts. 
                             Author,-
(1941)
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     Viscosity cttaracteristies of lubri-
 cating oils as related to their chemical 
  structure. B. Yamaguchi. Rcpt. Aero. 
  RraearcTi Ir18E. 'L'6b-yu bop. Urtiv:, 16, ttt-
' r36 ,(i9go).-It is theoretictlly and e.~ptly. 
  evidenced that he :~isctuitp-temp. efl. at the 
  same. viscosity of liquids is an unique func-
  tion of their chem. structure. For a number 
  of synthetic high-molecular-weight hydrocar-
  bons, the viscosity-temp: mclls. at their resp. 
  temps. having the same viscosity of coo 
  ceiuistokes; e:i., the values of d0\ 
  hate been calttl. by \Valther's viscosity-temp. 
  eq., and it- is substantiated that the coefl's•. 
  ctlcd. are always definitely correlated with 
  their chetn. structure, with the conclusion that 
  the greater the '°entangling degree" of mole-
  cules of a hydrocarbon (which depends upon 
  its molecular slructute and is rlecidnble under 
  an assumpdoq by are sue or length of cyclic 
  nuclei and paralfinic stile chains together with 
  the size and allocation of branched chains in 
  the molecule), the smaller its value of 
    dv   -~ dt ~.=,aocA. or its "structure viscosity   index expressed by -[( ` t'~) +5] x too.       - dl . ,oo°a 
                          Author.
      Studies on --the ;gypsum-urea, 4C0 
  (NHg)„•-0aSO.,: I. Ternary system: 
  CO(NHJ,-CaSO,-H_O- ,S. Uno. J. eYoe. 
  Ckent. bra. Japan, 93, zq3-z74 (t)4o).-
  •I'he hygwcopic ~ nature of urea hinders. its 
  praMipl use as fertilizer in spite of the high 
  nitrogen content:(46.q°o}. 1'bc gypsum-urea 
  or urea-calcium sulphate complex; 4C0(N[I,), 
  • Ca50„ is more suitable. asthe fertilizer owing 
  to ifs weaker hy~ro;cppicity than ureaitself. 
  With d view of determining the fundamental 
  conditions for the.. soht. methodih the preen. 
  oC gypsum-urea, the author has. investigatetl 
  'the solubility isotherms for the ternary system 
  consisting: of urea; calciutu sulphate and water 
   at o -7o~C. Author.
   Studies on the hygroeeopicity of 
chemical fertilizers. L. On the hygro-
tacopicity of gypsum-urea, 4C0{Nli.)r•
ACTS -VoL XV 
Ca50,. 5. Uno. J. Soc. Chena btd: Japan, 
43, zyq-zy5 (t)ao}.-Gypsum-urea or cal-
cium sulphate complex, gC0(NHJ,,CaSO, 
discovered by Whittaker,and coworkers at-
tracted a great attention as a nitrogenous 
fertilizer owing to its weaker-hygroscopicity 
Otan the urea itself. But gypsum-urea. is 
decomposed by water to urea solo. and ctl-
cium sulphate rlihydrate. gCO(NIhJi •CaSOg 
+zH:0=4C0(NFI,}_+CaSO~zFI_O. The 
author measured by the isoteniscope method 
the vapor press. of the soht., .rtturated with 
both calcium sulphate dihydrate and gypsum-
urp, in the temp. range of t5°-qo C. He 
tben iuhsured the moisture content ofgypsunt-
urea at various humidifies. Samples eere 
placed in thin ]avers in small weighing dishes 
and laid aside at 3o C at relative humidifies 
of from 5o m 85 ~o in. steps of 5%. Iiach 
sample was weighed aily. The dessication 
of the wet gypsum-urea was then e-caminttl. 
It was recognized that gypsum-urea. becomes 
wet :cod. develops a definite liyuirl phase ac-
companied by ]arge gains in weight at above 
So% relative humidity. The decompn. pro-
ducts of gypsum-urea by the absorbed water 
are combined again by slow drying, but not py 
rapid drying. Author.
   Partition of sulphur dioxide ~bc-
tween water and some imrniscrible 
solvent. H. SuzuL•i. Bill. Inst. Phys. 
Clrene. Research, 19, r3Go-t3t~3 (rl4o)•-
Partition of sulphur dioxide hetaeen water 
and an immiscdbe solrent, such as chlorofornt, 
benzene, carbon tetrachloride was ~udied at 
z5°. Using a. value P,=o.otz7, which wa; 
debt. by N. Yui as the first dissocn: coast. of 
H1S0, based nn activity units, the concn. of 
undissocd. part of FI.SO, was Gt1cd. bysuc-
cessive approximation from the following ey. 
Cr ~~=(z.4C+K,)-+~(zAC+X,)-3A'G'~                      zA 
in which C=analytical conch. of the acid, 
A=product of activity me/fs, of HSO; and 
FI'. 14'idt •these conchs. oC the acid in ulu. 
solos. the partition coeffs.. are found to be 
satisfactorily most., and the mean values are
  ~_
,  No. 'l 
 areas follor.•s : Cmtct° ~Crt,o=1.40. Can°: 
 Cn~o=z.o3. Cot,, : Cu:o=o.jt6. Author. 
    Supplementary note on the absorp-
 tion of a gas'and the form of the 
 bubble. Y. Oyama and K. Iwase. Sci. 
 Papers ln~. Phye. Cleem. ]ti'eaeaeh, 36, 3yt-
 374 (t93Y)~ Using am app. with a reformed. 
 nozzle, the ah°rorption f the air contg. 36°6 
 CO_ by N/too and N/to salium hydroxide 
 solos. was studied and itr was found that the 
 curve showing the relation between thea~-
 sorbed amt. of CQ and the size of the bubble 
 has a max. and min..points. J. C. L. 
     The reaction between magnesium 
 oxide and stannic oxide in solid state. 
 (Studies on the reactions in solid state 
 at higher temperatures. V,) Y, Tanaka. 
 J. Chcrn. Soc. Japan, 61, toz3-toz8 (ty4o). 
 -71Iagnesinm orthoshtnnte (zi1Tg0 • Sn0_) is the 
. only stable molecular compd. which is formed 
 by the reaction behvccn magnesium oxide and 
 stannic acid in solid slate. At t4oo°Cthereac-
 tion proceeds almost completely in to hours. 
 z 1VTg0•SnO; has a spinet structure and is soluble 
 in z14Ig0•gNHCI. At the beginning of the 
•relction, hoiveveq the compn. of the reaction 
 product is about Mg0 : SnO~= t : t, in which 
 the excess of stannic oxide contained in the qr-
 thost<~nnate as solid solo., tends gradually tothe 
 nomtal molecular ratio of zI1Ig0 • SnO:. 'Ihe 
 heat of activation f the reaction i  the temp. 
 range between taco and t too°C is about oo 
 Kcal, wluch is much greater than those, of 
 the reactions between titanic oxide and mayme-
-siam or calcium oxide. Author. 
    Studies on alunite. VIII. The 
mechanism of the thermal decomposi-
diomof-alunite. I. Y. Asada. Bull. Fleet. 
Phya. Chem. Reeearela,-19, 976-99t (iy4o): 
-External obsrrs. of the-destruction of alunite 
during calcination as recorded in micro-photo-
graphs are reported and an account is given 
as to how fissures begin to appear at about 
zoo°C. Then, by means of additional micro-
photographs, tnagttified $oo times, the destruc-
i-Gur~•ra
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  lion of the crystal during calcination is ex-
  plained. According. to these data, when 
  alunite is ctlcined for one hour at 6oo°C., 
  the dehydration process is almost mmpleterl 
  and the- crystal is utterly destroyed, so [hat 
  it begins to display amorphous-properties. At 
  65o°C., however, it begins to develop into a 
  new crystalline phase and aE 7oo°C. this 
  tendency becomes extremely marked. At 
  Sao°C. the phenomenon dm~rs to an end and 
  destruction f the crystal commences owing 
  to desdphumtion. An exsothemral reactiori 
  of alunite during calcination .ras obsd, by 
  means of ditTercntia] lhennoanalysis. It. was 
  found, by this work that within a temp. mnge-
  of bqo-yjo°C., which is the inturval between 
  the dchydmuon and desulphuration points, 
  there is a marked generation f heat. 
     IX. Relationship between the de-
  hydration rate and melting point of 
 potassium alum. Ibid., 99z-99$ (t9ao)• 
  -Lt view of wide discrelztncy of the infor-
  mntions by many workers regarding the melt-
  ing point of potassium alum, which is vari-
  ously put between So and y;°C., [he author 
  sealed the test material in a atpillary tube 
  and made careful obsns. of the moment-to-
  moment change classi(yed io three stages, 
 namely the wetting point, the yutui-melting 
  :uul the complete melting point.. It was 
 found that the complete melting point of the 
 substance i, 9o.6°C. and that the greater the 
 dehydration rote of the test material is the 
 higher the temp. rises, but at a dehydration: 
 rate of ~$ per cent this phenomenon no 
  longer occurs. Author. 
     The mutual transformation of raw 
 cellulose and cellulose hydrate. V. 
 Stability of the celluloses and their 
 mutual transformation. K. I(ubo. J. 
 Sce: Cheer. toed. Jajrare, 43, t93-zoz (t9ao)• 
 -When the crystal lattice of cellulose hydrate 
 formed by heating it in glycerine at zjo°C 
 is transformed into that of raw cellulose, 
 cooling. after heating does riot exert much 
 influence. In comparison f they-rny photo-
 graph of the lattice at high temps. with that 






after cooling rlgwn, it is found that Ute degree 
of transformation s slightly weakened after 
cooling. Therefore such a reverse transforma-
tion as from mw to hydrate is not considered 
to take phace during cooling. From these 
results and a study of ~ potential, it is 
concluded that the effect of temp. on the 
stability of raw cellulose is small and that 
cellulose hydrate has. a stability superior to 
rnw cellulose at room temp., while its stability 
rapidly lowerswidt rising temp. There seems 
to Tie a .potential barrier trehvecn the two 
celluloses in question. J. C. L. 
   Studies on the organic molecular 
compounds, V. Formation of some 
crystalline organic molecular com-
pounds. C. Shinomiya. Bull. Chem. Sac. 
./span, 15, 3o9-3r4 (r94o).-The fomtation 
of "molecular lattice " construction i the 
crystalline state is not confined to ordinary 
organic ompds. ; it isprobable that ora~anic 
molecular compds, alu~ fomt certain crystal 
lattices. According io the writer's studies 
(farts I-IV), in the solid-liyvid phase dia-
gram of binary organic systems, the formation 
of crystalline molecular compds. is closely 
related to the configamtion f the two com-
ponents. The follavmg two types of com-
binalion are distinguished here in the binary 
systems of naphthalene monosulstitution pro-
ducts 
   (IJ HO • H;C,o.........(NOc)c • CfiH, 
  (lt) C;oH,•NII, .....:HO•C~IIS. 
Naphthols-and aphthylamines, with very few 
exceptions, ~ combine with vitro compels., and 
similar substances, quinonrs, and ketones in 
Type T, and.with alcohols, amines, and acids 
in Type. II, forming an ester or a salt type 
of wmbinadon. Halexhromic phenomenon 
is marked in. (I), but not in (Il). Between 
the a- and S-monosubsYituted naphthalenes, 
the tendency of the a-compd. to compel: 
formation was usually greater in (I) and Jcss 
in {II) than that of its isomer. This is eluci-
daterl by the "projection" of the substituent 
from .the: naphthalene. ucleus. which is more 
prominent in .the (a-position. 1L'hen the
ABSTRACTS
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compels. of a binary system have the same 
or similar subslitucnts, he tendency tocompd.-
forptaticrn diminishes m a marked degree. 
The binary systems of trinitro compds. give 
n6 stable molecular compds. Author. 
 
' On explosive reactions of gases. I. 
Thermal eaplosion of oxyhydrogen gas 
at low pressures. S. IIon"Ixt and R Gotd. 
Pros. Imp. Acad., 16, zt5-zzx (r9go): {I) 
Explosion induced by a heated platinum 
ribbon. Under a criliuaLtemp. of tare platinum 
surface the intensity of the surface reaction is
an important factor in-the occurrence of ex-
plosion. When the surface reaction issuffici-
ently intense, inflammation takes place near 
the surface and the tlame propagates ouncards. 
The influence of the pretreatment of the 
platinum ribbon suggests ~ that tliere -exists 
some poisoning elTect of the reaMion product, 
presumably the water vapour adsorbed on the 
surface. (I I) Explosion in an estemally 
heater) vessel. It was found that many expel. 
conditions as well as the nature of the surface 
have much influence upon the limiting curve 
of explosion. (IiI) An expt. which shoes 
the heterogeneity of the thermal explosion. 
It .vas shorn that in the explosion at the 
upper limit, a reaction zone or Dame starts 
fmm the wall of the vcs~el and propagates 
inwards. From these spts. it is concluded 
-that the low press. explosioh is not a homo-
geneous process in the gaseous phase. 
                        Authors. 
    On explosive reaction of gases. I. 
liaplosion limits of oxyhydrogen gas. 
S. Kimata, N. Aomi and R- Goto. This 
Journal, 15, qz-53 fry;t). -
    Studies on silvering ofglasa, effect 
of organic acids on the formation of 
a silver mirror. T. Inagaki. Bulgy Eledro-
tech. La6., 4, 7tz-7t4 (t9ao).-The. chem.. 
formation of a silver mirror on glasg is in-
Iluencetl by thrpresence of foreign substances 
in silvering sdln. A large variety-of organic 
acids were :ulded into fonnalin reducing solo.,
(1941)
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so that the quantity of every organic acid was of pin-holes results upon the additionof these 
such as o.oot cool per il. of the final soht. acids, even iC citric acid is introduced. R'ith 
The results are summarized-as follon3; Q}, picric acid this is not the nse.. The forma- i 
lactic acid, formic acid and acetic acid greatly Lion of a smooth, unifomt mirror by the 
increase the deposition of silver : and tataric addition of these acids is considered to be 
acid, benzoic acid and succinic acid increase the result n( their acting as a protective ool-
it in some degree, while citric acid and picric Ioid upon reduced silver panicles. 
acid exhibit a neg. effect (z). A smatth, Aulhor. 
fine surface of a silver mirror widtout racts 
       2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY AND 
                 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
    The Blowing down of neutrons 
from (Ra-}-lle) in a large volume of 
 water.' T. Ilagiw•ara nrrd E. Suito. Proc. 
Imp .4cad., 16, ia3-Sa8 fry;o).-ln order 
 to ascertain whether and to what extent he 
chem. decompn. of hydrogen peroxide solo. 
.takes place under neutron irradiation, the o.oz 
 molar solo. was put in a number of thin 
'w'alled lxtmffin lined copper tubes which were 
 immersed atvan•ing distances Imm the source 
 of 5o mg Ra and Be in a large volume of 
 water The effect on the chem. decompn. 
 due to the neutron source, shielded by Icad, 
 was compared with that of a pure Ra source 
 of the same strength. under the slime condi-
 tions, the natural decompn. being taken into 
 account. from the curves of the decotSrpn. 
 with respect to the distances of [he specimens 
 from the source, it was shoeTt that the 
 neutron-cun•c possesses a remarkable max. at 
 about t t cot of water from the source and a 
 small second' one at about zo cm of water. 
 This appearance of max. was regarded as an 
evidence of high efficiency for the decompn. 
 only by the neutrons. A sederof further 
 e><pts. of neutron irradiation was also attempted 
to obs. how the magnitude of the decompn. 
effect varied with the intraluction of boric 
 acid or CdSO. into the solo. The presence 
of bomb in the solo, caused a~riking inereace 
of she decompn. The general form of the 
 curve without he addition was very similar 
 to that with boron, the rnrresponding pans of 
     -- - --~~
i
the- max. being fountessentially consistent 
with each other with respect ni the distance 
from the source. The comparison between 
the curves of Band Cd showed the earlier 
occurrence of the mss. with B than with Cd. 
Accordingly itwas concluded that he remark-
able decompn. of hydrogen peroxide at the 
region of the first t t cm of water is most 
sensitive to those energies of slow neutrons 
which are melt effectively absorbed inboron. 
'Thus it was supposed that the most efferAive. 
slow neutrons in question are tktose .vWch 
diffuse in a considerably arge number of 
collisions with protons of water. The second 
occurrence of the max. at the distam pan of 
water is suggested as an approximate indica-
tion of the number of hard components of 
the neutrons emerging from the source (Rat 
Be) surrounded by lead. Authors. 
   Resonance capture of slow neutrons 
and r-rage. I. Nonaka. ~/azda Kenkyu 
Jilw, lb, t-8 (rggo).-In the capture of 
slow neutrons,.by such atomnuclei as bernme 
radioactive the existence and energy of group 
neuuons of resonance apture were detd. by 
the 7-my radiated in the capture of slow 
neutrons. By inserting a paraffin plate be-
iween DtD neutron source and the sample 
(Fe, Cd, Ilb•, and -Bi), the relation between 
the-intensity of 7-ray. and the thickness of the 
paraffin plate was examd. j. C. L 
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.Relative number of gamma-ray 
 quanta emitted per capture of a 
 thermal neutron, i. Nonaka. Dlaada 
-A'enkyu Jiho, 15, 3to-3t4 (ty;o).-The 
 relaticc number of gamma-my yr>.1nt1 emitted 
 per rtpture. of a thepval neutron was- exptl: 
 forind to 6e o.6;, 0.7;, .t.m, and a8z for 
 Cl, Ag, Cd, and Hg reap. These -results 
 were compared with those of otherinvesti-
 gators. The same number wzs also talcd. 
 from the binding energy of a neutron to dre 
 nucleus, and was foundto agree approximately 
 with the esptl. obtained results. Author. 
    On the angular distribution of feat 
 neutrons scattered by the atoms. III. 
 T- \Vakaluki. Ii•oc. Pkya.-1)Ialli. Soc. Jayara,~ 
 III, 2'l, ;3o-q;r (ty;o): The angular dis-
 tribution offast neutrons scattered b}' prottxr, 
 carbon,. aluminium, iron, tin and lead was 
 measured for both -D-D and Li-D neutrons. 
 The .differential scauering cros section for 3 
 IDlev;neutrons~e~as found to have amax. al 
 about zo degrees foe most elements except 
 protpn. In the scattering of Li-D neutrons 
 this max. tloes not appctr. T'he data on the 
 scattering of neutrons by protons which were 
 obtained in the previous work arc discussed 
 with the. addition of the new data. The 
 scattering cross section for C-ll neuuons 
 measured by Aunlfli and others are utiliztvi 
 in These discussions. Avery marked aztiso-
 tropy is necessary to account for the present 
 exptl. results. Author: 
    A note on the Stark•effect of 
 anotrialous lines of` mercury spectrum. 
 Y. Ishida soil S. Hiyama Set. Foyers Iru2.' 
 I'Ays. C/'em. Research, 3T, _z7-zit (ty;o). 
 -The authors tudied the Sia~k-effect of the 
 lines which belong to neither normalnor 
 ionized mercun~ spectrum in the arms condi-
 tion as Hg I spectrum which had already' ~. 
 been reported-. They confirmed expU. the 
 existence of the terms. jjo; and 7z3$ which 
 had:-been proposed Uy ]C. Mumknwa (Sci. 
 I'ayera Ittal.Phyx. Chenr. Research, 20, z85 
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I8. 3;j (ty36)) as having the. electron con-
figuration ~S, d' (+ s° 6 p 'I): and 5 d°rl s' 
h p' 1''' reap. The,mm~edcal d ta onthcse 
lines are ym•en. Authors. 
   On the appearance of neon apatk-
linesunder the influence ofsn external 
magnetic field. Y'. \lorimoto• J. Sci. 
Hiroxhima Univ.,.A, 10, zj3-zjy (ty;o}.-
The quartz capillary portion of a Geissler-tube 
containing pure neon e S was transversely set 
behveen the poles of an elecnomafimet. The 
intensity of the Ne] spectral lines was en-
hanced as soon as the weak current was 
supplier) to-the magnet The Nell; spectral. 
lines dirt no[ appear as long as the magnetic 
field r4as .vcak. Rrhilo the magrtotic field 
was being increased from about 3 x to' to 
about ~ x to' Gauss, the lines belonging to 
the NeII spectrum appeared in abunrlavcc, 
and showed a marker) increase. in intensity ; 
ibis seems to be a mae. value. Ort the other 
hand. it was found that the needle spark gap 
length connetled behveen the electrodes ~ of 
the neon discharge-tube was Gatraordina~ily 
increased when the magnetic field was [rans-
vcrsely applied to the discharge-tube. IF the 
increase of length of the needle slxtrk qap 
were. brought out only by the increase of 
resistance of the discharge-tube. thelength of 
the nccvllc spark gap should be max. when 
the •resistancc of the discharge-tube n•as in-
finite. To the author's urprise, hoe•eper, the 
needle spark gap Iungth rt~as t$.6 mm when 
the discharge-tube was taken atva}• ; bub the 
lengths of spark gap with strong magnetic 
-field were always greater than this value. 
For 'example, the needle spark gap length 
.ras about 3t mm when the magnetic field. 
was tz x io' Gauss. This phenomenon was 
verified by rainy o ~spherc spark gap. T'he 
explanation needs further investigation. 
           • Author. 
   The effect of solvents.on the in-
ternal rotation of carbonie eater. M. 
Yasumi. J. Chwn. Sx Japan, 60, rzo8-' 
tzz; (ty39)~ The dipole moment (m) of
(1941)
rNo: 2 
CO(OCII,), and CO(OC.II~, was cakd. 
between -qo° and t7o°, using benzene, 
hexane surf heptan v solvents. Inevcry case, 
ru tends to Ire miserl with rising temps. 
Taking into consideration the danr of the 
dipole moment of drew taro substances iu 
gases obtained by other investigators-Kuho, 
L1lorinq amt Aiizrrsimn, it was inferred that 
there exists vibratiorzal rotation of the {xrrtial 
dipole about •the rivu C-O single. bonds of 
=C~p R hav$rg theposition which is 
explained by the data of the dipole moment 
as its centre. ilIoreovcr the estimation f the 
electrostatic force and repulsive exchange 
force of the dipole in the molecule leads to 
the suggestion f the prohsblc existence of z 
kinds of stcreoisomer. J. C. L. 
   Studies on internal rotation of 
ethane; propane and butane derivatives 
Ay the Raman effect. Ar*. Nakamura. !. 
Chern. ,Soe..7npmr, 60, torn-roty (ry3l)= 
In comparison f the Raman spectra of the 
comprls. which are generally considered to 
poi the axis of internal rotation, such as 
chose of liquid and solid r-chlor-propane, i-
brom-proptne, t-iorlo-propane, t-bronr-hutane„ 
r-ethylene-glycol, r-ethylene-chlorhyddne and 
ethJ•lene-iaio-hydrine, a d that of ethylene-
brom-hydrine, numbur of the Raman lines of 
the. said solid compels. is approsimatcly t/z 
of drone of the liquid rnmpds. This phzinu-
menon can be well explained by the supposi-
tion that the characteristic molecular rbration, 
presented in thg Raman spectra shows the 
mixing ~of z kinds oC types in liquid andonl}' 
r kind of t}'pe in solid. Hut, the Raman 
spectrum of ethylene-iodo-hydrine is much 
the same in solid and liquid, and it seems 
LhaL also in solid z kinds of fomrs arc mixed. 
'1'be author proposes the molecular model ul' 
solid CH,-CH,-CH,-Y. J. C. L. 
   Raman effect in ethane and butane. 
S. Nakamum and E. I{ands. ,/. C/tena. Soc. 
,7apora, 60, tz7j-u78 (ry39)~-The Raman 
effects-of solid and liquid butane were exanrd, 
at low temps. As to what is corsidered to 
   ~ s.
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represent drain vibration. there am trlirres in 
IiyuiJ and 3 lines in_solidr Fromthis fact, 
it is considered thai there exits a turns form. 
in the solid state and there also ecr-exists a 
form obtained by rotation of tzo° from the 
tens form. In the- liquid state at relatively 
high temp., frequent internal rotations occur -
rouiul the urinate paints of potential cuergy, 
Laving the C~ (: bond as the axis. R}' mcairs 
of some app. the Raman line n( liquid ethane 
was effectively obsd. at -tqo-t50° and i~ 
wave number istabulated with the values which 
have hitherto hew obsd. J. G L. 
   Raman effect -and dipole moment 
in relation to free iotatioa. ~ XII. 
Raman spectra of .ethylene chlor-
hydrine,-n-propyl chloride, and rz-butane. 
in the liquid and solid.atatea. S. Dlizu-
shima, Y. ~Iorino and S. Nakumura, Sei. 
I'apera Irasl. Phya Chem. Rexearelz,- 37, zoj 
-z r j (typo).=1'he Raman spectra ~f ethylene 
drlorhyrlrine, n-propyl chl9ride, surf n-butane. 
were olnd. in the liquid state as well ai in 
the solid state, and the conspicuous dilierenee 
between the spectra of these two states (i.e. 
the disappcamnce of many Raman lines on 
solidification) was found for unch.of these 
three sul>starzces. An explanation for this 
esptl, result is suggested asfolbas. In the 
liquid there existsa d}'namic cyuil. between 
the two rnolecularforms,. tvhilc in the solid 
s4•rte oral}' one of them 9s stable. 'T'his table 
form in the, solid state i, the tarts form for 
ethylene chlorhydrinc and ta-butane, while it 
is a Gauche torn, in the case of tr-propyl, 
chloride. The chain frequencies of the traps 
form of ethylene chlorhydrinc are calcd. and 
the assignment of low frequency linesis made. 
                           Authors.
   Studies on the cathodo-luminescence 
of inorganic solids containing man-
ganese. E. Avasc. Sci. I'apere Inst. Phya. 
Glhc»z. Xeseorch, 38, h7-8o (tygo).-Under 
the excitation by cathode-my lrombaniment, 
the Iuminescence~ given by numbers-of xides, 
sulphates, phosphah~, bomtes and silicates, to
   6J~Y.. L.
(1941)
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which manganese was added in a snu~ll 
quantity, was investigated. The luminescence 
spectrn of some luminesrxnt solids were 
spectrographically studied. Several cases are 
pointed nut, in which theconception proposed
  by Tierle mnceming the luminescence colour 
 4rtd the difference beha•een he atom radius 
  of the. metal component of ground material 
- and that of activating metal seems to be' 
 applicable. Author.
3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
   On the energy atatea of valency 
electrons in some metals. I, 4,. Revi-
sions to the "Nature of electrode 
potential of zinc and hydrogen and 
the mechanism of catalytic' action of 
metal surface ". 11i. S1t8- Sci. Repts. 
T8/~oku Insp. Univ., I 29, 87-ttz (typo). 
-The absolute values ofthe-potential lzurier 
in the folloaving electrodes were recomputed 
and corrected as follows : for nornral hydrogen 
electrode at z5°C, 4076 mV, and for the 
sur(accsof 
''/.n-crystral (Door},(to7o},(nzo),(toSt),(n'zt) 
II_SO,-solo. 3zoz 3zz6 3z4o 3z5z 3z64 
   m 3318 33ty 33zt 33tt 3315 
ZnSOa-solo. 
at z5°C. in mV. 1'he abovevalue (or hydro-
gen corresponding to v 3xy38 cm ', was 
mmparerl with molecular levels of Hr amt it 
sass found to be in magnitude b tween B,
tsrr, zpa 'su, V=o`.3356r_ and V=t: 
3zz6z cm_ ' where V is the viirational quantum 
,mm~l>cr. The,explan5lion of the esptl.. result 
of the. photo-electric phutomena of adsorbed 
hydrogen obtained by R. J. Cashman and 
W. S. Huxforrl, (Pkya. Rev., 48, 734 ([935)) 
is revised, and a special consideration on the 
mech. of detacl»ng photo-electron fr m lh-
molecule.in the ~semndary mss. in the photo-
electron emission, is also made. By analogy 
of this esplmration, themech. of the photo-
electron emission b}' zinc in the excitation f 
photon with energy near its threshold value 
is given. ~ :Author. . 
    Solution pressure of.pure Al. II. 
L Igarasi and S. Kodama. Niplwn Jiinzoku
Oakka~i-Si, 3, 4z8-43o (ty39) --As the exptl. 
results obtained by 1?oggendorPs compenl-ttion 
methal concerning the solo. press. of AI 
seem not so satisfactory, extremely slight varia-
tions caused by impurities, introduced gas and 
the surface of the. electnxle were exauxl. by 
means of a valve voltmeter with a U%-54 
valve of little Grirl current. (t} The change 
of the solo. press. is not essentially different 
from [hat in the preceding report, the ot>sd. 
value of yy.gy°o AI agrees avith F.u°-t.zz V. 
The values of both yy.8~o AI and yy.5°~, Al
reach a max. and then fall and agree with 
En°-o.Rz V. The value of Al-Fc (r%) 
does no[ agree with that of AI-Ne (5%)~ (z) 
The change of the solo. press. till it becomes 
most. and the phenomena at the time Hr or 
O_ is introduced seem to have close relazion 
to the local current. {3) The change of'the 
solo. press. caused by the introduced gas is 
not prolxably due to the formation o(a gas-
metal electrode. (4) The surface condition of 
the electrode xerts a nnrked influence on 
the solo. press.: when there is no influence 
of film, a smooth surface is lower than a 
scratched one xith respect to the solo. press. 
                           J. c. l..
    Osmosis- II. Osmosisof salt solu-
tion. ~~ K. C;oto. liyola I'uriEr< Ika Drsiq:rku 
Zaai, 27, zt3-z3o (t939)•-Yasumaru's 
osmometer was equipped with a incompletely 
dried collodium capsules of standard potential 
difference of 5 and t5 mV, each of which 
mn4iined N/Sq N/zoo and N/Sao solos. of 
KCI, NaCI, I,iCI, blgCl: and CaCL. It was 
immersed in r5o-c.c..of distilled water and 
the rise and tall of water column suss ohsd.
1'
Na 2 ,~ 
(or 6-73 hours in a thermostat kept at t8°. 
In each case, the water column reaches ~a 
rags. in a definite lapse of time and then 
falls. In the case of monovalent hvo com-
ponent electrolyte, the larger the standard 
potendal difference is, the longer the time 
taken for the-electrolyte o reach a max. is, 
and the higher the concn. of the solo. is, the 
shoner the time becomes. The height of the 
max. priint, hovveveq is much the same, being 
independent of the stamiard potential differ-
ence. In the case of the same stan~hrd 
potential ditiemnce and concn., the order of 
the height of the max. .point is K~Na~Li. 
As to a bivalent three component electrolyte, 
the standanf potential difference of collodimn 
capsule is,mostly large, and when the solo. 
container! in the capsule is remarkably dilute. 
it takes many boon (So-7o hrs.) (or the 
sole. to reads a max. J. C. L. 
   The Faraday effect and the con-
ductivity of electrolytic solution. A. 
Okaaaki. Diem. Rygjwt COIL F.'ny.,32, 33-
x3 (t939)~ It has been found that the eyui-
.alent percentage iitcremen_ rs d of Venlet's 
                                 itrad'' most. r„ and the rotation most. D= (
tr+z)= 
of the solos. of alkali halides have linc;rr 
relations with the degree of dissotm. i or the 
equivalent conductivity A over the coocen. 
range of m~6`: d=Bt (11-B) i=B-}• (,1-BJ 
d 
1O. I3y,gmpbical extrapolation to i=t or 
o, the values of a and' B concerning a and 
D have been decd. The .9-value of an 
electrolyte may be composer! additively of 
the maiuli characteristic of the component 
ions. The molecular rotations of the salts in 
dissocd. and umlissocd. states have I>cen 
evaluated by using the values of -4 and Ii. 
                          Author.
   On the mechanism of• hydrogen 
electrode process: Reply to the critic-
ism of Frumkin and his collaborators. 
J. Hoiiut(. Sei. Pa7~era brat. Phya. Chem. 
Reaearelr, 37, z7a-3oi (t94o).-The present 
position of 'tbe dual theory of the catalytic 
                , . 
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and the electrochem:.mech. of t ehydrogen 
electrode process [Horiuti and Okamoto, .3e. 
Pap: I. P. C. R., Tokyo, 2S, .3t (1936)] 
util Frumkin s criticism n( it are sunnnri~zd 
in three points. In reply to the first objec-
tint raised against the clectrochem. ech. 
!assert. on the assumption of ideal gas-like be-
haviour of hydrogen atoms on the electrode 
surface, it is shown that he peculiar situation 
of hydrogen atoms, giving rise to a weak bnt 
far-reaching .repulsive. potential. mong hydro-
gen gloms or groups of particles involving 
hydrogen atoms mutually or among those and 
other particles, preclude the validity of the 
ideal gas-like treatment, when the electrode 
surface is even only moderately populated 
and iltat the incorporation bf the (situation 
with the theory, of the electrochem, mech. 
Irads to conclusions i» atisfactory agreement 
with expts. In reply to the second' objection 
miser! against the catalytic mech. or the re-
combinatioutheory onthe ground of F.rutnkin's 
caps!. rrxults on the effect of electrolytes upon 
the current. density, it is shown that he effect 
claimed by Frumkin is only apparent owing 
to an incomplete control of caps!. egnditions 
and that Fruntkin's resul6 when properly 
interpreted, leads, is conjunction with other 
exp[I. results, to a conclusion i  acconlance 
with the catalytic mech. As to the third 
objection miser) against the catalytic ttrech. on 
the ground of the numerical discrepancy be-
hveen thetate of the electrodeprocess pre_ 
dieted by the theory and, drat ohsrl., it is 
pointed out that dte exient of the <liscrepancy 
is rather inside that. expected from the in-
accuracy of the fundamental ~ta used for 
the theoretical calm. and from the umm~-
trolled fluctuation of the e~ptl. data. Ib 
seems impossible to draw any conclusion 
against the dual theory fro~ar available exptl. 
rlatl including Those contributed by Frumkin 
-and his collabomlon. Author. 
   Studies on the goodie behaviour of 
tin. IV. H. Itd. 1Vippou Ifittzoku Gakkai-
Si, 4, 393-396 (ig4o).-The author has 
hitherto stadierl the .passivity of pure and 
~~.:i'tiiiis ~ .,
(1941)2
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 impure tin abodes, which contain Cu, Ph, or 
 Ili as impurity. The present paper concerns 
also tlr~t of Sb- or As-conl.•tining anode. The 
 ell'ect of Sb, when-containing in the amt. of 
0.5%, is not so noticcaGlc, Gut in Urc terse 
of 5°° the anode gassifies considerably fast. 
The additional increase up to ro°/a shows 
onlya small effect. Ilrttcn the potential on 
the passive anode is raised to some value, 
there comes out a phenomenon which map 
be considcrerl as an another' passivity. - This 
 cause -may i>e as follows : owing to. the high 
anode potential Sbis forced to_dissolve, which 
 hydrizcs,. and fills the pore in the primary 
passive film with basic antimony sulphate 
making curtent difficult. topass, and it seems 
also to promote he p~icity. Author. 
    On the anodic behaviour of CusSns. 
iI. Ito. 'l'eeTa. Xepts. Kyushu Imp. Univ., 
I5, na-n8 (tygo).-The anodic behaviour 
of CusSns in I-I,SO., and in I1CI was tudied. 
The crass-section of stIrtr of 5 nwt rlia. of 
this alloy serves a  a sample angle, the cmpn. 
of which is 36.8°° Cu and 63.z% Sn, slightly 
higher-for Snthan the theoretical v ue (39.t°a 
Cs; 6o:y°6 Sn). In II,SO., the anode re-
maibs active for a short ime after the circuit 
h:u. been closed, then sudrletdy Uemmts pas-
sive, the current breaks and Ute anode potential 
springs up rapidly. On mixing the bath • voltage. oxygen begins to discharge nn the 
passified attoric at the angle potential of about 
f z.3-z.a V. The sign of dissolution of Cu 
was-not obrl. at all. T7te anodic behaviour 
of this. compd. in I3CI is quite charwteristic. 
The alternating passivation and activation f
auode; [tamely, the periodic xlissoln., is obsd. 
The decompn. of CusSns. followed by the 
dissol'n. of Cu is forced by the .high anode 
potential n the passive p riod, }bed the anode 
~Gecoiiies-active; resulting in the accumulation 
of insoluble Cu_CI_ on iLs surface, avhich 
 makes angle pa~ive, and this circle is re-
 peated-..on andon: Author. 
    Studies on the catalytic • oxido-
redaction of eome rnetallic comp]ex
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salts. XII. Reduction of quinone by 
hydrogenin the presence of [Pden~Cl.. 
Y. Shilruta and I?. 1lfatsumoto. J. Chem. Sx. 
Japatt,60, tt73-tt76.(t93y).-"I'herttalytic 
reduction f yuinone byhydrogen was obsrl. 
in the dark, using a complex salt [Pck:n]CI: 
and it vvas ascertained that he addition of
fhc canples salt Ictds to the increase i  the 
hydrogen adsorbed amt. of quitwne. -'I'he 
reduction was also hsd. at varying mhos of 
yuittone to the camlyst used: J. C. L. 
   The change of the concentration in 
the solution by electrolysis: S. Kvteko. 
Bvdl. Eledr°tecli. Lab., 9, 676--678 (ty4o). 
-By the extension of Sand's theory- (PAiI. 
.lfag., 1, ;5 (tyot)) the change of the morn. 
by electrolysis scar Ute plane or cylindrical 
electrode is considered. Author. 
   Deposition of metallicpowder by 
electrolysis. S. lCaneko and K. Kawa-
mum. Bu7G,F,Ycclrotecla: Lab., 4, 8zr-Rz3 
(typo).-The following relation is verified by 
the expt. with solos. of copper and zinc 
sulp}ktte i : ~°=mnsL, where +is ilre_currcnt 
density, r the trite needed before the metallic 
powder beg ns m appearon the cathode: 
                      Authors. 
   On the dissociation constants of 
sulphurous acid. \. Yui. Badl. GexG 
Phys. Chem. Research, 19tzzy-tz3G (ay4o). 
=1'he true dissocu. atsts.' of sulphurous acid 
were rleul. by means .ofa •glass electrale at
z5°C, measuring thepH values of the acid 
of various conchs. and also the pit value at 
each stage: of tiunlion f the acid with sodium 
hydroxide~soln. The cell used was as follows 
  Flg I Ho 1, liCl 111_SOa (ay) I glass 
        (~) (mot.) 
  o. t N CH,000H KCI, I IgCI Hg  o.t N CIIaCOONa I (sat.J (s) 
From ilae pH values of the acid the first 
dissorn. con.,-t. was computed to, tie aot36, 
and from ilte result of titrations ootz5 and 
o.otat resp. .}fence a 'mean value o.otz7 
was finally adopted. On the basis of the 
result of 6trations the second issrocn. consL
- 9fit~4t~ma1€~ Vol. 15 No. 2 (1941)
No: 
was. (Quad [o be 6.r6 x row and 6:31 x low, 
and ameaif value 6.i4x ro-^ obtained. Con-
seyuently 
  II,SO,(a=t)=H'[a=i)-I-HSO; la=r), 
                       dF°ss=z,587cal;
  I-IS~9 (a-I)-H (a-1)'{-~s'(a=1),
                       dl'Oese=9,828 cal. 
                         Author. 
    On the dissociation constant of 
hypochlorous acid. IL Hagisana. Bull. 
bast. Phys. Cleena. Research, 19, tzzo-IZZB 
(194o).-The pII-slues of hypocldorous-acid 
of various concns. (0.095^-o.ao3S mol/t) anil 
anti of the mists. of acid and sodium hypo-
chlorite were measured at 2j°C by means of 
a glass elec[rtxle. 
Hp IIgCII, ICI o.l tY acetic acid mass       (s) (sat.) I o IN Na-acetate ° 
    HCIO (aq) or KCI. IIgCI Hg 
    [-II:IO+NaClO (s<2t:) (s) 
The dissocn. cons[. of dle acid was found to 
be K„=3,orx to~^ in the fomrcr measure-
lucnts, and ~=z.y5 x to-s in the Latter. 
T'he mean value P„=2.98 X to-8 was adopted. 
I-Ience iIClO(a=r)=H~{a=t)+CIO'(a=Q, 
                      dF°s = -8,8.44 cal. 
                           t\uthor:
   On the frictional electricity of the 
fibres. I. Effect of humidityanddis-
charge. C. illatano. J. Sue. C/lean. Iaul. 
Japan, 43, 666-fi78 (t94o).-The quantity 
of the frictional electricity which was generated 
at the spinning machine on the cellulo;ic 
fibres was measured under various conditions 
and the following conclusions were drawn 
empiriplly: (t) There"exist; a relation p~= 
ife `^ henreen the litic density p~ of the 
generated frictioiral electricity on the fibre and
¢-Cdloid Chrmirfry and Surfarr CTirmirfry
' E7
the relative humidity, k : d, a and~a are musts. 
independent of h. {z) A relation.I=NVi 
holds growl among the time rate of discharged 
electricity I of the lihre and its elec. potential 
Y:13 is a coast. independent of Y but 
increasing rapidly with h. Author. 
   The heat of formation of. man-
ganese nitride. $. Sato. Rrdl. Inst. Phys. 
C/scan. Researc%, 19.?3-36 (194o).-From 
the forn~ula of the specific heat of NInaN, 
proposert bythe author and the ~lissocn. press. 
of AlneNs at 9to° an/~ t,r75' calcd. by 
Schukoe•,. the heat of fanraticm of AingNo 
was found to be SIDGI(a)-FN.~=AIn^N,t79.7s 
Cal. as the mean. From [he author's fornrula 
of the specific heat of i14n~N, and i\'htzN_, 
Schenck and I{ortenhriiiler's dissocu, press. 
(8/3 RInzN. ~ j/3 Ain9N.: -I-N.), and the. 
aliov~-mentioned heat of formation, j1VIn (a) 
tNq=Mu,,N,-E;7Ca1. wasthennodynamirnF 
ly obtained asthe heat of fornratiou f I1In^N„ 
't'his value agrees well with other themtochenr. 
values (57.3 Cal: and 56.8 CaC), and so the 
said heat of Formation oflingN._ is consilleanl 
to be crorrect. J. C. L. 
   Approximate calculation of free 
energy and equilibrium constant from 
thermochemical value and its applica-
tion. \~. Sal:aL leclr_, Repf~. Kyushu In1pi 
Uuiv., 14, 263-zy8 (ty3y).-Vl'ith respect to
thennodynanlital fptnlulae showing the free 
energy or equil. const..as . function ~f temp., 
carious approximate: formulae assumed are 
coaipnred and criticized iu order io make 
approximate calm. correctly and simply. 
                      J. c. i.
   Hydrocarbons from carbide, thermo-
dynamics. R. NegishT, O. I{imura and0. 
Ifamiike. This Journal, 15,31-4r (t94t)-
4-COLLOID CHEMISTRY AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY
   Studies on she oiliness of the 
liquids. I%. Measurements of the
static friction coefficients of cyclic 
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    mnra. Brr11.Chern. Soc. Japan,.15, z88-z9r 
   (~y4o)-(t) The measurementsof the static 
   friction, coe6s. of cyclic mmpds. for glass 
   svrLtce are reported. (z) It is noticed that no 
   cyclic compd. is a good lubripnt, although 
   vt-emsol_ and cyclohcr;anol among them are 
   moderately active as lubricant. Author.
      Study on rhythmic precipitates. I 
   Electrical study. A. Yanay~hat ~. Bath. 
   Inst. PAya.Chent. Beeenrely 19, rz5r-tzfio 
   (ty4o).-The variation of electomotive force 
   of an ion morn. cell consisting of hvo platinum 
   electrales inserted into a gelatine gel, in 
   which rhythmic reaction of silver chromate 
   occurs, teas tiled. by means of a quadrant 
   electrometer The results are shown by 
   nwncrous graphs and photographs. The 
   graphs show e.m.f. variation duo to the 
   rhythmic pptes, under tzrious conditions, 
   namely, concn. change of innerelectrolyte 
   and interchange of inner and outerelyt. The 
   case of outer el}'t., to'he diffa5ed rout ~a 
   gelatine .gel containing no inner elyt, was 
   also .investigated. Lt this case a remarkable 
   difference of electricity is recognized in the 
   diffusing front (fanning a double layerof 
   Ag+ and NU inns) 6f silver nitrate and that 
   of potassirim dichmntate. Author.
      Studies on the effects of ultrasonic 
   waves on colloid-phenomena. VII. Ex-
   periment on'the effects on cane sugar 
   solution, N. Sara and Y. Haristki.'Bull. 
   Chem. Soc, Japan, 1fi, t8o-t85 (ty4o).-In 
   order to stud}' the effects of ultrasonic waves 
   on chem. bonds, the inversion of thecane 
   sugar was investigatedr to°° solo. of specially 
   purified cane sugartyas-irradiated with ultra-
   sonic waves of 45o KC for 30-6o minutes 
   in fused quartz-vessel. The inrersion was 
   estimated by -both chem. (by reducing power 
-
_ demJ and ph}°s. (b}' polariotetry) methods. 
   Although as occurrence of trace of inversion 
-- was detected,~it could not he concluded as 
   pure ultrasonic eRect, because the exptl, calve 
- ' was smaller than the limit of accuracy of 
   analptiral methals. Authors.
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     On the dinlyeis of platinum-carbonyl 
  sot. I. Sano. 73u14 Chem. Soe. Japan, 15, 
  zo7-zo8 (rygo).-The plathmm-cadnnyl sots 
  of red colour prepd. from o.oz an<t o.05°° 
  aqu, solos. of chloroplatinic acid weredialyzed 
  in the atmosphere of carbon monoxide, as-
  they would be converted into platinums<ds 
  when treatert. in the air, until frecYl from 
II chlorine ions. The sots obtained by the 
  process are just the slurs in appearance as
 -they were. This implies that .the particles in 
 the red sots, whether dialyzed or not, arc 
i fundamentally corstitutetl from platinum and 
 carbon monoxide or platinum-cadtonyl. 
                          Author. 
     Silver organosol by the reaction 
 between chlorinated oil and silver 
  oxide. 'I'. nlatsumoto and S. fivai. Z Soc. 
  Chem. but. Japan. 43, z7-z9 (t94o).-The 
 oil which bas not been chlorinated generates 
 metallic soap by reacting with silver oxide, 
 .while chlorinated oil generates silver colloid, •
 irrespective of the anu. of chloride contd. 
 Silver organosol consists of a large amt. of 
  metallic silver and a small amt of sib'er 
 chloride. \VFten a certain soh•ent is adder) 
', to silver organosol, a part of the oil dis~ctlces ~ in it
, and p part rich of colloids is IeR as 
  the lower layer. \1'hen this procedure is 
~ repeated for the purl rich of colloids, meal. 
 silver oq;annsol is obtained. From a mixed 
I~, solvent of butyl-alcohol and ethyl-alcohol, n 
 sot containing 95.4% was obtained whose 
~I property is described. it is concluded that 
i the formation of -sot is due to the fact that 
 silver oxide oxidizes chlorinated oil and die 
 reduced nickel diffuses in oils and fats. 
I~ J. C. L. 
~ Action of gelatin-gels in podium 
~, chloride solution. T. Hasegatta. BttlG 
  Japa»eae Soc. See. Iurheriea, 9, 6t-63 (ty4o). 
  -The totes. of ~ gelatin or agrar-aa~ar gel of 
  the same size were iounetsed each in an 
  excess of sodium .chloride sohis: of abouto, 
  to, i5, zo per cent and kept either at room 
 or lows temp. Each time befi~re andafter 
  immersing, the weight and water content of
941)(1
No..2 4-
each culie were obsd., and the salt content 
was: measurt+l at intervals. The author thinks 
that dte phenomena th t occurred in this 
immersing, which is similar to fish curing, 
were very rnmpliptetl, and, therefore, only 
the data re here indicated. Author. 
   Velocity df adsorption bymagnesia 
of light and heavy water vapours, F. 
L,hikaa'a nd L Kanamori. Bulgy Inst. Pkys. 
C)tenr. Researcl+. 19, tzt3-rzt9 (t94o)~ 
The velocity of adsorption oC light and heavy-
water vapours bymagnesia which xas prepd. 
by dehyiliating the hydmide at low temps. 
has been measured at 30°, zz°, and r5S° Uy 
the use of a quartz spring balance. The 
velocity may 6e expressed by the ey. proposed 
by Bangham and Sever, that is, ln(S/(S-x)) 
=kt", .where S is the satn. value ofadsorption, 
z~is the value at the time t, k and a are the 
coasts. Iiy comparing the adsorption velocities 
of these vapours, it is concluded rat a diffu-
sion of these vapours through the capillary 
pores of magnesia Forms an importmit part 
of the velocity of adsorption. Authors. 
   Catalytic activity of phthalocya-
nines in the sutoxidation of linseed 
oil and methyl linoleate. B. Tantanrushi 
and S. Tohmatsu. B•ulZ Client. Soc..Tapar;, 
15, zz3-zzfi (t9go).-'['he catalytic action of 
metallic phthalocyanines towards the autosida-
tion of linseed oil and methyl linoleate is 
demonstrated. (.bloriron phthalocyanirie is 
remarkably effective as catalyst, whereas 
nipper- and maymesimn phthalocyanine are 
slightly effccticc. Authors. 
    The action of magnetised ferro-
magnetic catalyst. E. Ogax•n. lerh. 
Repta. %yuahu hrrp. Ilttlv.. 14, zp3-zGr 
(r939)~ The theory of pamonho hydroyren 
conversion, i.e. the action of a paramagnetic 
substance on nuclear spins or on spurs of 
valence lectrons forming a pair is described 
and the aMion of reacting molecules on spins. 
of valence lectrons iii the presence of mag-
netised Fenamagnetic~ catalyst discussed and 
it is concluded thae the magnetisation f 
ferrontagrtetic substance r tards the react}ou.
    r ,
 Co!!mJ C.Srmutry'and Stwfnn
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The reaction between C,H, and H: and that 
betweett ally) bromide and IIBr in the pres-
ence of Ni-wire and nen• K.S. steel used as 
catalysts justifies the conclusion qualitatively. 
As to the pol}•merisation of GH, and H,: or 
meta-acrylic a id methyl ester,'the combina-' 
lion' of the catal}'st with rMMvtg substances 
makes the ca4al}tic ondition so complex 
that the c/fcct of magnetizttion is uncertain. , 
\Viten an ether solo. of Fe(CNS~, and bydm-
chloric acid are placed to-gether in the 
magnetic field, the fomtation of FeCI, is 
pmmoted. From this phenomenon it u 
inferred that ,on the boundary surface the 
perturbation js caused by the magnetic field. 
I~Icnce, it is concluded that thisperturbation 
may atiect he cots of the reaction I~nveen 
C,H, and H.. \Vhen G_ll, and II, are 
rnade [o react on the constantan wire charged 
+vith igh-tension current, he reaction velocity 
tends to become lo+v with increasing teruion. 
This is probably due [o the perturbation f 
conshtnlan forthe adsort>e<l mo ecules of C,H, 
and II,. J. C. L. 
   Thermal decomposition of nitrogen-
pentoxide by platinum surface. I, II. 
N. Sasaki and Y. Himki. .T. Chem. Soe. 
Japata, 61, 8tz-8ty, St8-8z6 (typo).-To 
study the. energy excbange.behecen gas mole-
eules and solid surface, the authors measured 
the probability of-activation of nitrogen-
pentoxide molecules at o°C by hoe platinum 
surface at very low pry. (ro-'-to'~mmHg). 
Decomposition begins to take place at about 
3o°C at measurable v locity and above aoo°C 
the molecules triking the platinum surface 
are all decmnpd. The probability of acti-. 
vation by one -collision bctwcett uilrogen-
pentoxide molecule and platimm~ surface iq 
about 56o times larger than the probability of
activation in the homogeneous reaction at 
higher prem. already studied by other authors. 
From the reaction +~elocity theauthors obtained 
the heat of activation, 8-t3Kcal, which are 
much smaller than the heat of activation of 
the. hoinngeneous reaction, zo-z4.7 Kcal: 
Stoichiometrically one molecule of nitrogen-. 
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 Went gas, while two molecules produce only 
 one molecule ofoxygen i the caseof homo-
 gentKius re<tclion. It seems:prnhable thnt he 
 decompn. take place. as follows. N,Os=N,O 
 tz0~. Fmm the above-mentioned poinLSand 
 others, the authors concluded thathe ruction 
 is a surfacercaclion 4•tking place on-plati»unr. 
                           e\uthors.
    Reactions of nitric oxideand oxy-
 gen a.t low presiitires and 'low ternpera-
dares. I-II. -Y. Ilimki. J. CJrern. Sao. 
 .7apar, 61. 8x7-S34.S35-838 (t94o).=1'he 
 rate of the reaction het.veen.uitric oxide and 
 oxygen -at low temps. anti loa• press. w:ts 
 musured by the static and (low method, 
 usint• a Pimni aiananctcr. At a liiw press. 
 of to-' mmIig, and even at a much lower 
 press.,_.the reaction takes place very fast at 
the temp. of liyuid ozjgen when the mercury 
 vapour is condertsetl or condensing on the 
 +vall of the reaction vessel. The mte of.the 
 reaction is about oz° times larlrer than the 
 value :tt these pres. and temp. calccl.from 
 the data of homogeneous reaction at :higher 
 press-. measumd b}• other authors. Therefore, 
 it seetiis to be aheterogeneous reaction•ticcur-
 ring on the wall of dre reaction vessel or on 
 the coiulensed mercury atthe temp. oC liyuid 
 os}gen. Studying this reaction more precisely, 
 it was discovered that he thin fibs of mercury 
 deptxsited on the wall of the ruction vessel 
 has strong catllytic action upon this reaction. 
 It wasestablishedthatthe reactiontakes-place 
 according to dtc' following eq., aNOtQ 
 =N.Q and [hat [he ruction products relanl •
very much `the progress of the ruction. It 
 was also established b}' later studies that he 
 catalytic a tion of glass urface differs very• 
 widely asthe sliecies of glass differ. 
    IIL Ibid., 61, 9,37-9a7(t94o).-It was 
 reported [hat the reaction f nitric oxide and 
 oxygen at low press.. and low temps. i  a 
 surface r action a d that he mercury -which 
 iscondensed or iscondensing exerts astrong 
 catalytic aexion vponthis ruction. il~Iercury 
 deposited in advance has a strong catalytic 
 activity, while that condensing during the 
 progress of the reaction r condensed onthe
t 
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reaction products has scarcely any activity. 
As the: amount of mercury increases the 
catalytic activity -also becomes'slronger, but it 
reaches cons[. value when the amt. of 
mercuy deposited corresponds to about too 
atomic layers, assuming that the deposition 
takes place utdforndy on the glass. surface. 
The adsorptive power of ~ nitric oxide and 
oxygen. on the thin lilm of mercury was 
musured and it .was olzsti. that ttitric- oxide 
is adsorbed more or less while osygpt is 
'only sparingly adsorlxvl. The fo]lowing. cy. 
of "ruction velocity is in good confotn»ty with 
the rate of the ieactian -din"~=k~N~ ~n°                   d
t ~Ns~+~ 
It is concluded that he reaction iscaused 6p 
striking of ox}'gen molecules on .adsorbed 
nitric oxide molecules adsorbed in advance on 
the thin film of nercury. -
   IV. Ibid., 61, too5-tm3 (t94o)-'I'kre 
author discovered a stong catalytic action of 
a thin Glm of mercury in the ruction between 
nitric oxide and oxygen a[ low temps. and 
low press. This catalytic action varies 
marked)}' with the variation of the temp. of 
the wall of the ruction vessel, nn which the 
thin film is formed. iielow alxiut -too°(:, 
the activity is almost roost., but above this 
temp. it becomes slow and at about - t zo°4 
it decreases markedly and suddenly) 'I'bis 
phenomenon results from the difference of 
states of aggregation f mercury atoms. Thin 
film of mercury deposited at the temp, of 
lignidair (-t83°C) loves markedly its cats-
lyric activit}• on niainttining the temp. of the 
rucion vessel at any higher temp. for a fety 
minutes. I[ probably results from the rcar-
rangemeut of mercury atoms deposited at 
random to regular crystalline arrangement by 
surface inigntiou. The velocil}' of surface 
milmation.of mercury'aroms was measured at
several temps. b}• the rate of the. decrease of
catalytic activity. The energy of activation 
was found to be y.3 Kcal,. which is required 
for suifaee migration. From this value and 
the but of vapori~tiar of mercury and heat 
of vapodsation from solid body, it-is~cou-
cluded that this migmtiotr pmlrably takes 
place on-the nucle'tis of deposition f mercury 
in rurrangement of aggregation, -Author.
clsan
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